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Chapter 10
Prosthetic Technologies and Techniques Beyond the Mere Fixture

Peter Gehrke

An accurate and systematic approach is required to evaluate, diagnose, and resolve esthetic problems predictably. Tooth color is obviously essential for the final result, but esthetic treatment planning should never be focused on shade improvements alone. The ultimate goal is achieving a pleasing smile architecture considering the proper proportion and relation according to established principles (Chiche and Pinault 1994, Magne and Belser 2002, Salama et al. 2002, Garber and Salama 2000).

Predictable osseointegration has taken implant dentistry beyond the mere restoration of function for the compromised edentulous case to esthetic single-tooth implant-supported restorations in the anterior region. Today, implants are a viable treatment option for partial edentulism. Consequently, sacrificing sound tooth structures for fixed bridgework can be prevented, and specific problems related to removable partial dentures can be eliminated.

However, to be the preferred treatment choice, implant-supported restoration should, cosmetically, be equal to or surpass that of conventional fixed prosthesis. This necessitates developing an implant recipient site in both hard and soft tissue for optimal placement of the implant and emergence of the restoration. Implants should not be limited by the osseous topography, which can compromise the final restoration, but implant placement should rather be restoration driven (Garber 1996). In addition, all restorative techniques available and adjunctive periodontal soft tissue procedures need to be applied to compensate for anatomical irregularities at the site and of the adjacent teeth. This allows for an implant restoration that mimics that of a natural tooth.

The increasing predictability and longevity of porcelain laminate veneers offer a beneficial asset to the esthetic modification of implant-adjacent teeth (Garber and Adar 1997, Fradeani et al. 2005). They allow for alteration of shade and tooth shape and convey the illusion of changes in tooth position. Smile design, restoration durability, and color conformity of natural and replaced teeth are prerequisites for a highly esthetic restoration. Although metal implant abutments have inherent esthetic disadvantages, they are most widely considered to be a standard treatment option for implant-supported restorations. The art of looking natural, however, has been perfected by ceramics. Their application in prosthodontics has opened up a new era in esthetic tooth replacement.

Zirconium Dioxide

Improved material characteristics, complying with clinicians' and patients' increased demands for highly esthetic results, have contributed significantly to the development of a new generation of implant abutments made from zirconium. These abutments are noted for their tooth-like color, high load strength, tissue tolerability, and intrasulcular design enhancement (Filser et al. 2001, Tinschert et al. 2001, Ichigawa et al. 1992, Yildirim et al. 2000, Yildirim et al. 2003, Sadoun and Perelmutter 1997, Brodbeck 2003). The phenomenon of transformation toughening of zirconium dioxide results in extremely high component strength and extraordinary bending capability and tensile strength, as well as fracture and chemical resistance (Gehrke and Kielhorn 2004, Gehrke et al. 2006). Oxide ceramics are equal to metals from a mechanical standpoint, but they are biologically stronger (Covacci et al. 1999, Ferraris et al. 2000).

Zirconium was introduced to material science in 1975 (Garvie et al. 1975), followed by its medical application in total hip replacements in the mid-1980s (Christel 1989). The use of zirconium dioxide for implant abutments has been introduced recently due to its high fracture resistance shown when comparing zirconium dioxide to aluminum oxide and other dental ceramics (Tinschert et al. 2001, Ichigawa et al. 1992, Yildirim et al. 2000, Yildirim et al. 2003, Gehrke and Kielhorn 2004, Gehrke et al. 2006). So far, only little data are available on the survival rate and average life times of zirconium implant restorations (Döring et al. 2004).
The word “zirconium,” as used in our habitual language, represents a simple form of the chemically correct name “zirconium dioxide.” The German chemist M.H. Klaproth discovered zirconium dioxide in 1789 by heating zirconium rocks (Hoppe et al. 1987). The name zircon is derived from the Persian word žargun, which means “gold color.” The main material used for the extraction of zirconium dioxide is the mineral zircon (ZrSiO₄), which is found in volcanic rocks (granites, syenites, and gneisses). The majority of zircon is mined in Australia, the United States, India, and South Africa. Zirconium oxide is gained by melting coke with lime and zircon. A highly purified raw product must be used to develop high-performance ceramics. For this reason, a special synthesis method was developed to obtain highly pure zirconium oxide. (See Figures 10.1A–N.)

Figure 10.1A. Preoperative labial view after continuous decementation of fixed restoration with distal cantilever.

Figure 10.1B. Incision and elevation of mucoperiosteal flap. Note labial bone depression and fenestration. (Surgery: Dr. Orcan Yülkse).
Figure 10.1f. Labial view after insertion of implant transfer coping with Transfer Cap and placement of retraction cord around central incisor for impression taking.

Figure 10.1i. Laboratory: Porcelain laminate veneer for canine. Full-ceramic crowns for central incisor and implant abutment.

Figure 10.1g. Try-in of customized CERCON® zirconium abutment with hexagonal connection.

Figure 10.1j. Full-ceramic restorations and porcelain laminate veneer on master cast.

Figure 10.1h. Labial view of inserted zirconium abutment in situ.

Figure 10.1k. Conditioning of left central incisor and canine for bonding of ceramic restorations.
Transformation Toughening

Zirconium dioxide has “self-repairing” properties, preventing crack propagation (Gehrke and Kielhorn 2004). It exists in three crystal conditions, even if the chemical composition is identical. This material characteristic is called polymorphism. At temperatures exceeding 2300°C, zirconium oxide is found in the cubic crystal phase; it changes into a tetragonal crystal phase when it cools down. Zirconium oxide transforms into a monoclinic phase at temperatures below 1200°C. The transformation from tetragonal to monoclinic is completed with a volume increase of approximately 3–5%.

These volume changes lead to very high inner-structure tensions and component fracture. For this reason, oxide additives (e.g., magnesium oxide, calcium oxide, or yttrium oxide) are necessary to completely or partially stabilize the high-temperature phases (cubic or tetragonal) down to room temperature. This reduces compression stress within the structure to a controlled level and prevents component destruction while cooling. The phenomenon of preventing microcrack propagation resulting from high material tension is called “transformation toughening.” Maximum fracture strength of 672 Newtons (N) during static loading and 403 N during cyclic loading has been reported for zirconium ceramic abutments (Gehrke et al. 2006). Further in vitro and in vivo studies are necessary to prove that this claim can be accurate in clinical situations. (See Figures 10.2A–Z.)

Biocompatibility

Numerous studies have documented the biological safety of zirconium dioxide (Covacci et al. 1999, Ferraris et al. 2000). No toxic effects occurred at the interface of zirconium dioxide with bone or soft tissue. Tests of the mutagenic effects (chromosome aberration test) and carcinogenic effects (Ames test) yield the same positive results (Ferraris et al. 2000). An intact implant restoration requires the effective maintenance of the peri-implant margins, including low plaque adhesion to the implant abutment. Inadequate soft tissue attachment may lead to bacterial penetration, resulting in peri-implantitis and progressive loss of hard and soft tissues.

The degree of adhesion between bacteria and abutment depends on the abutment’s and bacteria’s free surface energy, the roughness of the surface, and the saliva’s ionic conductivity (Quirynen and Bollen 1999). Recent studies by Scarano and others (2004) confirmed that a 40% reduction in bacterial adhesion on zirconium oxide compared to titanium with comparable roughness.
Figure 10.2. A. Tissue healing in region of left central incisor 8 months' post implant placement and guided tissue regeneration/membrane. Note unfavorable scar tissue and exposure of membrane tack. B. Occlusal view of soft tissue conditions in region of left central incisor. C. Labial view of soft tissue conditions in region of left central incisor.

Figure 10.2. D. Labial view after pedicle soft tissue graft. (Surgery Prof. Dr. Günter Dhom). E. Occlusal view of pedicle soft tissue graft around acrylic anatomically contoured gingival former (FRAIDENT, EsthetCap). F. Situation 10 days after implant recovery and guided soft tissue management.

Figure 10.2. G. Impression taken with transfer coping and cap for fabrication of long-term provisional restoration. H. Incisally screw-retained provisional crown on acrylic abutment (FRAIDENT, ProTect). I. Labial view of provisional acrylic crown on master cast prior to delivery.

Figure 10.2. J. Smile line after delivery of provisional single restoration for left central incisor. K. Intraoral view of screw-retained provisional after closing of incisal access hole with acrylic. L. Close-up of smile line with provisional acrylic restoration.
Figure 10.2. M. Lateral view of smile line in temporary stage. N. The gingival profile is checked and gingival height with select abutment on master cast. O. Selection of the abutment size & height.

Figure 10.2. P. Selection of the abutment angulation. Q. CAD/CAM fabricated Zirconium abutment in place. R. CAD/CAM fabricated zirconium copings in place.

Figure 10.2. S. Zirconium copings after customization. T. Final full ceramic crown prior to delivery. U. Removal of provisional screw-retained crown.

Figure 10.2. V. Incisal view if the Soft tissue condition. W. Labial view of the emergence profile 3 months after implant recovery. X. Clinical try-in with titanium abutment that shows the difference from the zirconium abutment.
Most infections in the oral cavity are due to the initial adhesion of bacterial colonization. These start on surface irregularities, such as grooves or abrasive defects, and extend gradually over the entire abutment. Bacteria are inaccessible to mechanical removal in the subperi-implant region, which allows bacteria to attach strongly to the abutment. The adhesion of bacteria directly correlates to the roughness and the number of surface defects. Abutments with low roughness values show a significant reduction in plaque adhesion and plaque growth. Poortinga and others (2001) demonstrated the significant influence of energy on bacterial adhesion, besides surface roughness. Bacteria absorbing and passing electrons from the fluid substrate adhere in stronger and greater numbers compared to bacteria only receiving electrons. These results prove that the electron transfer between bacteria and their substrate also influences the adhesion and thus plaque formation.

A comparative immunohistochemical evaluation of vascular growth factor, inflammatory infiltrate, proliferative activity expression, and microvesSEL density in the peri-implant soft tissues surrounding titanium and zirconium dioxide healing caps revealed statistically decreased values for zirconium dioxide (Degidi et al. 2006). Consequently, zirconium actively contributes to peri-implant tissue protection. The ideal synergy of mechanical, functional, biological, and esthetic features contributes significantly to the esthetic result of a full-ceramic implant restoration. Conventional titanium abutments can produce a bluish, metal shimmer at the restoration margin, especially in cases of thin soft tissue. This results in a significant loss of esthetic quality and may contribute to an unsatisfactory treatment outcome, particularly for patients with a high smile line. Zirconium ceramics appear to be an alternative abutment material for these cases.

Restorations in the esthetically demanding anterior region present significant challenges in both the surgical and prosthetic stages of implant dentistry. Titanium has been established as the material of choice for endosseous implants, resulting in a high degree of predictability. Zirconium dioxide appears to be a suitable material for manufacturing implant abutments with a high fracture strength and low bacterial colonization potential. Ceramic abutments also minimize the gray color associated with metal components shining through the peri-implant tissues. Their durability and color conformity are prerequisites for highly esthetic implant restorations.

Using Prefabricated Zirconium Copings on Corresponding Implant Abutments

New implant restorative treatment protocols aim for an effective and shortened treatment concept, both in the laboratory and chairside. The following clinical case summarizes a systematic restorative approach using a novel premanufactured zirconium abutment/coping system in partially edentulous patients. The prosthetic and laboratory procedures for an implant-supported single-tooth replacement in the esthetic region are addressed and illustrated in a step-by-step approach.

After osseointegration and stage-two soft tissue healing, a zirconium dioxide abutment (CERCON®, DENTSPLY Friadent, Mannheim, Germany) was attached to an implant (XiVe®, DENTSPLY Friadent, Mannheim, Germany) replacing the right lateral incisor. (See Figures 10.3A–N.) After placing the abutment, a
Figure 10.3G. Impression with polyether material and picked-up cap.

Figure 10.3J. Finalized full-ceramic restoration in the laboratory. Premanufactured coping serves as foundation for porcelain crown.

Figure 10.3H. Zirconium abutment connected to an implant analogue.

Figure 10.3K. Seating of zirconium ceramic abutment.

Figure 10.3I. Reseating of implant analogue/abutment unit into impression.

Figure 10.3L. Try-in of full ceramic crown.
Figure 10.3G. Impression with polyether material and picked-up cap.

Figure 10.3J. Finalized full-ceramic restoration in the laboratory. Premanufactured coping serves as foundation for porcelain crown.

Figure 10.3H. Zirconium abutment connected to an implant analogue.

Figure 10.3K. Seating of zirconium ceramic abutment.

Figure 10.3I. Reseating of implant analogue/abutment unit into impression.

Figure 10.3L. Try-in of full ceramic crown.
premanufactured corresponding zirconium coping was seated and an impression was taken for the fabrication of a master cast. The ceramic coping served as an impression transfer cap, to be picked up directly with the impression. Before pouring the cast, the zirconium abutment was connected to an implant analogue and securely seated into the cap. No additional modifications were required, and porcelain was applied directly to the ceramic coping to complete a full-ceramic crown. The coping served as the foundation for the porcelain applied by the laboratory to create the final restoration. No additional ceramic crown or wax-up was necessary. The full ceramic crown, based on the zirconium cap was delivered and subsequently luted with resin cement. The clinical results indicate that the investigated zirconium restorative system allows an expedited and systematic treatment to resolve esthetic challenges with a premanufactured ceramic abutment/coping system in partially edentulous patients.
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